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Sad News from the Field ~ Thailand 
Elephant Healthcare & Welfare Emergency Lifeline Fund* 

Supporting the wellbeing of Asian elephants during the COVID-19 pandemic 

A Tragic, Freak Accident Kills 3 Elephants 
 

Several captive elephants were 
tragically killed by a tree crashing 
down in a sudden fierce storm 

Yesterday, six captive elephants were struck by a 
large ironwood tree that fell on them during a 
severe rainstorm. Please note that the elephants 
were not tied to the tree; it was a tree of immense 
size and hovered over the area in which the herd 
of elephants was located.  

A team of elephant veterinarians from the Thai 
Elephant Alliance and Chiang Mai University was 
called to help. Among them were Dr. Thittaya 
Janyamathakul (Dr. Tip) and veterinary nurse Mr. 
Klui. 

While reports are still coming in, it appears that 
two elephants died instantly from their injuries, 
including a mother named Pang Kummool and 
her calf Plan Bank. A large male named Sidor Pu 
Joke—whose injuries included a broken frontal 
sinus bone, broken shoulder, and fractured front 
leg—died several hours later after all measures 
were taken to save his life 

According to Dr. Tip, “We had done all that we 
could to make sure Sidor Pu Joke did not go into 
shock. We administered pain relief, promoted 
blood clotting, gave plenty of fluid therapy, and 
adjusted his posture to a more conformable 
position. Despite our best efforts, he passed 
away at 10 PM.” 

She added, “Two other elephants, including 
Praewa, were referred to the Elephant Hospital at 
TECC, Lampang. They were struck by smaller 
branches and had injuries to their shoulders. 
From their mahout we learned that the mature 
female, Boonjan, was hit and lost consciousness 
briefly. Upon hearing that, the elephant was sent 
to the hospital for further examination, diagnosis, 
and close monitoring.”   

UPDATE from Dr. Tip:  “Today, we are here to 
follow up on Praewa. It appears that she does not 
have any external wounds or signs of 
inflammation due to trauma.” 

Many thanks to all of our donors for your 
financial support in keeping Dr. Tip and other 
Thai vets and veterinary nurses on the job and 
helping elephants during the pandemic! 
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🧡  CLICK HERE to learn more or donate to our 
Elephant Emergency Lifeline Fund 

🧡  CLICK HERE for more news and stories from Asia  
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